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Abstract

The  homeodomain  transcription  factors  (TFs)  Pax6  (OMIM:  607108)  and  Prox1  (OMIM:

601546) critically  regulate  gene expression in  lens  development.   While  PAX6 mutations  in

humans can cause cataract, aniridia, microphthalmia and anophthalmia,  Prox1 deletion in mice

causes  severe  lens  abnormalities,  besides  other  organ  defects.   Further,  their  optimal

dosage/spatiotemporal  expression  is  essential  for  development.   In  lens  development,  Pax6

expression is elevated in the anterior epithelium compared to fiber cells, while Prox1 exhibits the

opposite pattern.  Whether post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms control these precise TF

expression patterns is unknown.  Here we report the unprecedented finding that the cataract-

linked  RNA-binding  protein  (RBP),  Celf1  (OMIM:  601074),  post-transcriptionally  regulates

Pax6 and Prox1 protein expression in lens development.  Immunostaining shows that Celf1 lens-

specific conditional knockout (Celf1cKO) mice exhibit abnormal elevation of Pax6 protein in fiber

cells and strikingly abnormal Prox1 protein levels in epithelial cells – directly opposite to their

normal expression patterns in development.  Further, RT-qPCR shows no change in Pax6 and

Prox1 mRNA levels in Celf1cKO lenses, suggesting that Celf1 regulates translation of these TFs.

Indeed, RNA-immunoprecipitation assays indicate that Celf1 protein binds to Pax6 and Prox1

mRNAs,  while  cross-linked  RNA-immunoprecipitation  assays  demonstrate  that  this  protein-

RNA interaction is mediated via their  3’ UTRs.  Further, reporter assays in Celf1-knockdown or

Celf1-overexpression cells demonstrate that Celf1 negatively controls Pax6 and Prox1 translation

via  their  3’UTRs.   These  data  define  a  new  mechanism  of  RBP-based  post-transcriptional

regulation that enables precise control over spatiotemporal expression of Pax6 and Prox1 in lens

development,  thereby  uncovering  a  new  pathogenic  mechanism  for  Celf1  deficiency-based

cataract. 
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Introduction

Defects  in  gene  regulation  during  lens  development  results  in  ocular  abnormalities  such  as

congenital  cataract  (Anand and Lachke 2017; Cvekl and Zhang 2017; Shiels and Hejtmancik

2019).  Indeed, several key transcription factors (TFs) have been identified to control the gene

regulatory network in lens development (Lachke and Maas 2010; Cvekl and Zhang 2017).  The

lens comprises of anteriorly localized epithelial cells that exit the cell cycle in what is termed as

the “transition zone” to differentiate into posteriorly localized fiber cells.  Specific transcription

factors that control expression of key downstream targets in the anterior epithelium and fiber

cells have been identified, and their mutations have been linked to human ocular defects.   For

example, mutations in the anterior epithelium-expressed TF genes PAX6 and FOXE3 are linked

to a variety of ocular defects in humans including congenital cataract and Peters anomaly, among

others (Cvekl and Callaerts 2017; Anand et al. 2018).  On the other hand, the fiber cell-expressed

TF genes PROX1 and MAF are linked to cataract in human or animal models (Wigle et al. 1999;

Audette  et  al.  2016;  Anand  et  al.  2018).   Further,  the  precise  dosage  and  spatiotemporal

expression of key TFs is necessary for normal lens development,  disruption of which causes

ocular defects.  For example, the correct dosage of Pax6 is critical for lens and eye development.

Indeed,  PAX6 deficiency  or  mutation  result  in  a  range  of  ocular  phenotypes,  and  its

overexpression causes defects in lens fiber cells, resulting in cataract (Glaser et al. 1994; Schedl

et al. 1996; Duncan et al. 2004).

However, the mechanisms that regulate the precise dosage and cell specific expression of

Pax6 or Prox1 in the lens are still  not comprehensively understood.  While  some aspects of

signaling and transcription-based control over Pax6 have been described, it is currently unknown

whether  RNA-binding protein (RBP) mediated  post-transcriptional  gene expression control  –
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defined  as  control  of  alternative  splicing,  localization,  decay  or  translation  of  mRNA  –  is

involved in regulation of Pax6 expression.  Even less is known about Prox1 regulation in the

lens.   This  represents  a  critical  knowledge-gap  as  post-transcriptional  regulation  offers  an

additional  layer  of  control  for  achieving  optimal  spatiotemporal  expression  and  dosage  of

proteins (Dash et al. 2016).  

Recently we showed that deficiency of an iSyTE-predicted conserved lens-enriched RBP

Celf1 – involved in post-transcriptional  gene expression control  – causes lens defects and/or

cataract (Kakrana et al. 2018; Siddam et al. 2018; Aryal et al. 2020).  In the Siddam et al. (2018)

study, we uncovered the molecular mechanism that explains the fiber cell denucleation defects in

Celf1 knockout mice.   Specifically,  we had shown that Celf1 directly  regulates the nuclease

Dnase2b and the tumor suppressor and cyclin  dependent  kinase inhibitor  p27Kip1 to  facilitate

nuclei degradation in fiber cell maturation.  However, we had not examined the role of Celf1 in

mediating post-transcriptional gene expression control over key lens transcription factors.

Here we report the surprising finding that Celf1 functions to control the dosage and cell-

specific expression of the conserved TFs Pax6 and Prox1 in lens development.  Lens-specific

conditional deletion of Celf1 in mice causes misexpression of Pax6 in mature fiber cells and

misexpression of Prox1 in anterior epithelial cells – directly opposite to their normal expression

pattern in lens development.  Furthermore, the dosage of both proteins – but not their mRNAs –

is strikingly elevated in these cells, suggesting that Celf1 likely regulates these TFs by a post-

transcriptional control mechanism that operates at the level of translation inhibition.  In support

of  this  hypothesis,  RNA-immunoprecipitation  and  cross-linked  RNA-immunoprecipitation

assays demonstrate that Celf1 protein binds to the 3’ UTRs of Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs in the

lens.  Further, reporter assay using the 3’ UTR of these mRNAs coupled with Celf1 knockdown
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and overexpression shows that Celf1 represses the translation of these proteins via their 3’ UTRs.

These data  provide a transformational  understanding of how a conserved post-transcriptional

regulatory RNA-binding protein controls the spatiotemporal expression and dosage of key lens

transcription factors in the lens, in turn serving to define a new regulatory pathway implicated in

cataract pathology. 

Materials and Methods

Animal studies

The animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the University of Delaware Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).  Animal experiments were performed according to

the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) statement for the use of

animals in ophthalmic and vision research.  Celf1 lens-specific conditional knockout mice were

generated as previously described (Siddam et al. 2018).  In brief, mice carrying Celf1 conditional

knockout allele in which Celf1 exon five is flanked by loxP sites (Celf1flox) were crossed with

mice carrying Celf1 germline targeted knockout allele (Celf1lacZKI) and Pax6GFPCre transgenic

mouse line that express Cre recombinase in the embryonic day (E) 9.5 lens placode to generate

Celf1  compound  conditional  knockout  mice  (Pax6GFPCre+/-:Celf1flox/lacZKI; referred  to  as

Celf1cKO).  Mouse embryonic stages were determined by designating the day that the vaginal plug

was observed as embryonic day (E) 0.5.  Postnatal mouse stages were determined by designating

the day of birth as postnatal day 0 (P0).  As controls, the following mice were used, Celf1flox/flox,

Pax6GFPCre+/-:Celf1+/+ genotype or C57BL/6 wild-type, none of which exhibited lens defects.

All experiments were performed in three biological replicates unless stated otherwise.  

Immunofluorescence
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Mouse head tissue at stages E14.5, E16.5 and mouse eye tissue at P10 were fixed in 4% PFA for

30 min on ice followed by incubation in 30% sucrose at 4°C overnight and mounted in OCT

(Tissue-Tech, Doral, FL).  Frozen tissue from comparable depths in the eye was sectioned at

14mm thickness.  Tissue sections were blocked in either 5% chicken serum (Abcam, Cambridge,

UK; for Prox1 staining) or 2% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich, St.Louis, MO; for Pax6 staining) along

with 0.1% Tween at room temperature for 1 hr.  The primary antibodies were diluted in the

blocking  buffer  as  follows:  Celf1(Abcam #129115,  1:500  dilution)  Prox1  (Covance  #238C,

1:1000 dilution) and Pax6 (Millipore #Ab2237, 1:200 dilution).  After 1 hr blocking, the sections

were incubated with the primary antibody overnight at 4°C.  The following day, the sections

were washed and incubated for 1 hr at room temperature with the appropriate secondary antibody

conjugated to Alexa Fluor 594 (1:200) (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) mixed with 1:1000 the

nuclear  stain  DAPI  (40,6-diamidine-2-phenylidole-dihydrochloride;  Life  Technologies,

Carlsbad, CA; #D21490).  Slides were washed, mounted using mounting media  (Reed et  al.

2001),  and  imaged  using  the  Zeiss  LSM  880  Confocal  microscope  con-  figured  with

Diode/Argon laser  (405 nm, 488 nm and 594 excitation  lines)  (Carl  Zeiss Inc,  Oberkochen,

Germany). Optimal adjustment of brightness/contrast was performed uniformly across control

and knockout  samples  in  Adobe Photoshop (Adobe,  San Jose,  CA, USA).   The Fiji  imageJ

software (NIH, Bethesda, MD) was used to quantify the differences in the fluorescence signal

intensity of Pax6 and Prox1 between control and Celf1cKO lens as follows.  Images were split into

single  channel  and  the  fluorescence  intensity  of  the  region  of  interest  (in  the  above  case,

individual nuclei) was measured in the red channel (Pax6 or Prox1) and the blue channel (DNA).

The students two sample t-test was used for measuring the significance.

Western blot analysis
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For cell lines, the lysates were prepared as previously described (Siddam et al. 2018).  Briefly, 1

ml lysis buffer (50mM Tris-HCl at pH 8, 150mM NaCl, 1% nonidet P40, 0.1% sodium dodecyl

sulphate (SDS), 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, protease inhibitors (1 X dilution) (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA)) was added to the culture petri-dish and incubated for 30 min at 4°C.

This was followed by centrifugation at 14,000 RPM for 30 min at 4°C.  The Pierce BCA protein

kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used to estimate protein concentration and the

lysate total protein (25–50 μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,g) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,

Hercules,  CA Hercules,  CA).   This  was  transferred  onto  PVDF membrane  (Thermo  Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA) and blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk for 1 hr at room temperature.

This was followed by overnight incubation at 4°C with the following primary antibodies: Celf1

(Abcam  ab-9549,  1:500  dilution),  Pax6  (Millipore  #Ab2237,  1:200  dilution)  and  Prox1

(ProteinTech #11067-2-AP, 1:500 dilution). The membrane blots were incubated with secondary

antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA) for

one hr at  room temperature,  and the resulting signals were detected using the SuperSignalTM

West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).

RNA isolation and RT-qPCR

The  microdissected  lens  tissues  (each  biological  replicate  comprised  two  lenses;  total  three

biological replicates) were collected from control and Celf1cKO lenses at stage P0 and total RNA

was extracted using RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany Qiagen #74104).  For isolated

lens epithelium, which was micro-dissected as previously described  (West-Mays et al.  2010),

RNA  extraction  was  performed  using  the  PicoPure  RNA  Isolation  Kit  (Thermo  Scientific

#KIT0204).   The  cDNA  was  synthesized  using  iScript  cDNA  synthesis  kit  (Bio-Rad

#1708890EDU) and RT-qPCR was performed as described on QuantStudio™ 6 Flex Real-Time
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PCR System, 96-well Fast, laptop system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using Power

Syber Green PCR Master Mix (Invitrogen Life technologies, Carlsbad, CA # 4367659).  Signals

for  test  genes  were  normalized  to  those  of  the  housekeeping  gene  Gapdh.   Differential

expression was determined using ΔΔCT method  (Agrawal et al. 2015). The following primers

were used for RT-qPCR assays: Celf1-F-5’-ACAGATGAAGCCTGCTGACA-3’ and Celf1-R-

5’-CTCTGCTCAAGCCATCAGGT-3’; Gapdh-F-5’-GGGTGTGAACCACGAGAAATA-3’ and

Gapdh-R-5’-CTGTGGTCATGAGCCCTTC-3’;  Pax6-F-5’-GCACATGCAAACACACATGA-

3’  and  Pax6-R-5’-ACTTGGACGGGAACTGACAC-3’.  Prox1-F-5’-

AGTAAGACATCACCGCGTGCGC-3’  and  Prox1-R-5’-

GCTGGGCACAGCTCAAGAATCCC-3’.   Statistical  significance  for  RT-qPCR  data  was

determined using nested ANOVA as previously described (Siddam et al. 2018). 

RNA immunoprecipitation

RNA-immunoprecipitation  (RIP)  using  the  Celf1-antibody  and  IgG  control  was  performed

according  to  manufacturer  instructions  (EMD  Millipore,  Billerica,  MA,  17–700).   Briefly,

C57BL/6 wild-type  mouse  lens  lysates  at  stage  P15 were  used  for  RIP (n =  15  lenses  per

replicate; total 3 biological replicates).  Pre-conjugation of the Celf1 antibody (EMD Millipore,

Billerica, MA, 03–104) and the IgG antibody (control) with magnetic beads was performed for

45  min  at  room temperature  and  the  unbound  antibody  was  removed  by  washing  with  the

provided buffer.  This was followed by subjecting the lens protein lysate to the beads-antibody

complex and overnight incubation at 4°C.  The bound-RNA was isolated by phenol-chloroform

extraction was assayed by RT-PCR.  

Cross-Linking immunoprecipitation
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Freshly dissected wild-type mouse lenses (C57BL/6) at stage P13 were cross-linked on ice by

UV irradiated three times at 4000 μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,J/cm2 (254 nm) and stored at -80°C.  Celf1-RNA complexes

were immunoprecipitated from lens protein extracts  as described  (Siddam et al.  2018).   The

immunoprecipitated RNA was analyzed by RT-qPCR.  B2M (Beta-2-Microglobulin; not affected

by Celf1 deficiency) was used as a negative control in CLIP-RT-qPCR.

Cell culture

The  mouse  lens  epithelium-derived  cell  line  21EM15 was  obtained  from Dr.  John  Reddan

(Oakland University, MI) and cultured as previously described  (Terrell et al. 2015).  Briefly,

21EM15 or NIH3T3 cells were cultured at 37°C in a humid chamber with 5% CO 2 on 100 mm

cell culture treated plates (Eppendorf) in DMEM media (10 mL of DMEM with 4.5 g/L glucose,

L- glutamine,  and sodium pyruvate included (Corning Cellgro,  Manassas,  VA, 10-013-CV)),

10% Fetal  Bovine  Serum (Fisher  Scientific,  Pittsburg,  PA,  03-600-511),  and  1% penicillin-

streptomycin  (GE Healthcare  Life  Sciences,  Logan,  UT,  SV30010).   Celf1-knockdown was

achieved by Celf1-specific shRNA lentiviral transduction in the mouse lens cell line 21EM15

and validated by Western blot analysis (Siddam et al. 2018).  Transient Celf1 KD was performed

in NIH3T3 cells using siRNAs.  Transient Celf1 overexpression was performed in 21EM15 and

NIH3T3 cell lines as described (Siddam et al. 2018). 

Luciferase reporter assays

To test translational repression of Pax6 and Prox1, the first 920 bps of the Pax6 3’ UTR (NCBI

Nucleotide  Database,  NM_001244198.2,  nucleotides  1596-2517)  that  carried  putative  Celf1-

binding  site  was  cloned  downstream  of  firefly  luciferase  in  the  pmirGLO  Dual-Luciferase

reporter  vector  (Promega,  catalog  no.  E1330).   This  vector  was  transfected  into  Celf1-

knockdown and control  cells  (NIH3T3 cell  line)  and in  a  separate  experiment  was also co-
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transfected  with  the  Celf1  overexpression  vector  using  Lipofectamine  3000  (Thermo Fisher

Scientific,  catalog  no.  L3000008).   After  48  hr,  lysate  was  collected  and  dual  luciferase

quantification was performed using Promega Dual-luciferase reporter assay system (Promega,

catalog  no.  E1910)  and the PromegaTM GloMaxTM 20/20 Luminometry  System (Promega,

Madison,  WI).   Firefly  luciferase  activity  and  Renilla luciferase  activity  was  normalized.

Statistical significance for luciferase assays was determined by two-tailed student t-test.

Results

Celf1cKO mouse lens exhibits abnormal expression of Pax6 and Prox1

We recently showed that  Celf1cKO mice exhibit early onset cataract accompanied by fiber cell

defects, including absence of de-nucleation during fiber cell maturation  (Siddam et al. 2018).

The lens defects in Celf1cKO mice are detected early in embryonic development (Fig. 1A).  In our

previous study, we identified that mis-regulation of p27Kip1 and Dnase2b served to explain the

nuclear degradation defects in Celf1cKO mice (Siddam et al. 2018).  However, we did not examine

the impact of Celf1 deficiency on the key lens TFs, Pax6 and Prox1, which exhibit a specific

spatiotemporal expression pattern in lens development.  Indeed, Pax6 protein is highly expressed

in the lens anterior epithelium and its expression in found to be reduced in late differentiating

fiber cells in normal lens development (Fig. 1B).  Conversely, Prox1 protein is highly expressed

in fiber cells and is absent in the lens anterior epithelium in normal lens development (Fig. 1C).

Therefore,  we  sought  to  investigate  the  effect  of  Celf1-defifciency  on  these  key  lens  TFs.

Immunostaining shows that Celf1cKO mouse lens exhibits abnormally high levels of Pax6 protein

(Fig. 2A).  This defect is observed across multiple embryonic stages starting from E14.5 (Fig.

2A).   Further,  the elevation of Pax6 protein in Celf1cKO lens was most striking in fiber cells

compared to epithelial cells (Fig. 2B).  Moreover, immunostaining shows that  Celf1cKO mouse
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lens exhibits  abnormally high levels of Prox1 protein (Fig.  3A).   Please note that  the Prox1

expression appears lower than usual in normal lenses because the microscopy settings had to be

adjusted to optimally detect the highly elevated Prox1 protein levels in the Celf1cKO lens.  Prox1

protein was found to be generally high in the transition zone and fiber cells of  Celf1cKO mouse

lens (Fig. 3B).  But more interestingly, compared to its absence in the anterior epithelium of

control lenses, Prox1 protein was strikingly high in the anterior epithelium of Celf1cKO mouse lens

(Fig. 3B).  This was observed as early as embryonic day E14.5 as well as in the post-natal stage

(Fig. 3A, B).  To further validate this data, we performed immunostaining on micro-dissected

anterior epithelium from adult  Celf1cKO and control lenses.  This independently validated that

Prox1 protein was elevated  in  isolated  anterior  epithelium of  Celf1cKO mouse lens (Fig.  3C).

Together, these data showed that Celf1 deficiency led to abnormal elevation of Pax6 and Prox1

proteins in Celf1cKO mouse lens. 

Pax6 and Prox1 mRNA levels are unchanged in Celf1cKO mouse lens 

We next sought to examine whether the elevation of Pax6 and Prox1 proteins in the Celf1cKO

mouse  lens  were  due  to  abnormal  upregulation  of  their  mRNAs.   RT-qPCR  analysis

demonstrates  no difference  in  the mRNA levels  of  Pax6 or  Prox1 between the  Celf1cKO and

control lenses (Fig. 4A, B).  To further validate this, we performed RT-qPCR on isolated anterior

lens  epithelium  and  isolated  fiber  cells.   These  analyses  showed  that  Prox1  mRNA  was

unchanged in Celf1cKO mouse lens isolated epithelium or fiber cells (Fig. 4C).  Together, these

data indicate  that  the abnormal elevation of Pax6 and Prox1 is due to mis-regulation on the

protein level, rather than the mRNA (or transcription level) level in Celf1cKO mouse lens. 

Celf1 protein binds to Pax6 and Prox1 mRNA in mouse lens
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The above data suggested that misexpression of Pax6 and Prox1 in Celf1cKO mouse lens was due

to  their  mis-regulation  at  the  post-transcriptional  level.   To  examine  if  Celf1  was  directly

involved in the regulation of these TFs, we first sought to determine whether Celf1 protein could

directly bind to Pax6 and Prox1 mRNA.  We performed RNA-immunoprecipitation (RIP) using

Celf1-specific antibody on early postnatal wild-type mouse lenses (stage P15) followed by RT-

PCR using Pax6-specific primers.  This analysis demonstrated that both Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs

are highly enriched in Celf1 RIP compared to IgG control (Fig. 5A, B).  Further, cross-linked

immunoprecipitation (CLIP) using Celf1-specific antibody on early postnatal wild-type mouse

lens  tissue  showed  enrichment  of  Pax6  and  Prox1  mRNAs  in  the  lens  compared  to  IgG

pulldowns (Fig. 5C, D), thus independently confirming Celf1 protein binding to these mRNAs.

CLIP assays also show that Celf1 protein binds to the 3’UTRs of Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs.

These data demonstrate that Celf1 protein directly interacts with Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs.

Lens cell lines recapitulate Celf1-based regulation of Pax6 and Prox1

We next sought to gain a mechanistic insight into the nature of Celf1-based control over Pax6

and Prox1.  As a first step towards this goal, we investigated the suitability of a lens-derived cell

line to undertake these studies.  We used a well-characterized mouse lens cell line, 21EM15 (Sax

et al. 1995), which has been shown to express several lens markers  (Terrell et al. 2015), and

which  was  previously  used  to  establish  stable  Celf1-knockdown (Celf1-KD)  (Siddam et  al.

2018).  Both Western blot and immunostaining confirmed Celf1 knockdown and showed that

Pax6 and Prox1 protein are upregulated in Celf1-KD cells (Fig. 6).  Similar to  Celf1cKO mouse

lens, the elevation of these TFs at the protein level was not due to the up-regulation of their

mRNAs (Fig. 6).  Further, Celf1 overexpression in 21EM15 cells led to reduced expression of

Pax6  and  Prox1  protein  expression  (Fig.  6).  Together,  these  findings   established  that  the
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21EM15 lens cells  faithfully  recapitulated the effect of Celf1 deficiency on Pax6 and Prox1

proteins that is observed in  Celf1cKO mouse lens, in turn indicating their suitability for studies

aimed at gaining insight into Celf1-based control of these factors.

Reporter  assays  uncover  Celf1-based  mechanism  of  control  over  Pax6  and  Prox1

translation via their 3’ UTRs

CLIP assays showed that Celf1 protein binds to Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs via their 3’ UTRs.

Next,  we  sought  to  determine  the  outcome of  this  interaction.   To  do so,  we  performed  a

luciferase  reporter  assay  using  mouse  Pax6  and  Prox1  3’UTR  sequences  that  were  cloned

downstream of the firefly luciferase sequence in the pmirGLO dual luciferase vector (Fig. 7).

Reporter  expression  in  cells  transfected  with  the  Pax6  and  Prox1  3’  UTR  constructs  was

significantly  elevated  in  Celf1  knockdown  conditions  (Fig.  7).   Conversely,  upon  Celf1

overexpression,  the  transfection  of  Pax6 and Prox1 3’  UTR constructs  showed significantly

reduced  reporter  expression  (Fig.  7).   These  reporter  assays  indicate  that  Celf1  negatively

controls Pax6 and Prox1 translation via their 3’ UTRs, in turn providing new insight into the

mechanistic basis of its post-transcriptional control in lens cells.

Discussion

RBPs and microRNAs are recognized as key factors involved in mediating post-transcriptional

control  of  gene  expression  (Pasquinelli  2012;  Castello  et  al.  2012).   Intriguingly,  while  the

human genome encodes over 1500 non-ribosomal RBPs, relatively few have been directly linked

to  developmental  defects  or  disease,  thus  highlighting  the  urgent  need  to  characterize  their

function in the context of specific tissue development and its associated defects  (Lukong et al.

2008; Castello et al. 2012, 2013; Gerstberger et al. 2014; Manning and Cooper 2017; Hentze et

al. 2018).  Indeed, in the context of lens development and cataract, post-transcriptional control of
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gene expression remains largely unexplored except for a few recent studies involving Caprin2,

Celf1, Tdrd7, Rbm24 and miR-204 (Lachke et al. 2011; Lachke and Maas 2011; Shaham et al.

2013; Choudhuri et al. 2013; Wolf et al. 2013; Xie et al. 2014; Dash et al. 2015, 2016, 2020;

Siddam et  al.  2018; Shao et  al.  2020).   While  the signaling and transcription control  of the

homeodomain TF Pax6 – mutations in which are linked to a variety of human eye defects – in

early eye and lens development has been well characterized, its regulation by post-transcriptional

mechanisms is  not  well  understood  (Dash et  al.  2016).   This  is  also the  case regarding the

homeodomain TF Prox1, which is involved in multiple organ and tissue development, besides

being critical  for lens transparency  (Wigle et al. 1999).  It is known that the optimal dosage

and/or precise spatiotemporal expression of these TFs is necessary for lens development (Cvekl

and Zhang 2017).  Specifically, Pax6 protein expression is higher in the anterior epithelium and

is restricted to early differentiating fiber cells, while the opposite expression pattern needs to be

achieved for Prox1 protein, whose expression is restricted to differentiating fiber cells and is

absent in the anterior epithelium.  How post-transcriptional control contributes to the generation

of these precise expression patterns in the lens is unknown.

Therefore, to address these knowledge deficiencies we sought to answer a fundamental

question, namely, do RBPs involved in post-transcriptional gene expression control regulate the

expression  of  these  key  TFs  in  the  lens?   Our  findings  show that  lens-specific  conditional

knockout of the RBP, Celf1, in mice results in misexpression of both Pax6 and Prox1 proteins in

the lens.  Although Pax6 is essential  for initiation of fiber cell  differentiation  (Shaham et al.

2013), its expression needs to be sharply reduced in later stages of differentiating fiber cells to

achieve proper levels of crystallin proteins (Duncan et al. 1998, 2004; Cui et al. 2004).  Indeed,

ectopic  expression  of  Pax6  in  fiber  cells  leads  to  profound  lens  defects  and  cataract  and
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interestingly,  the  severity  of  the  cataract  defects  correlate  with  the  extent  of  Pax6  elevated

expression (Duncan et al. 2004).  The mechanism that controls this precipitous reduction in Pax6

expression in normal differentiating fiber cells was unknown.  Similarly, while Prox1 mRNA has

shown to be expressed in the lens anterior epithelium as well as in fiber cells (Hoang et al. 2014;

Zhao et al. 2018), its protein is robustly detected only in fiber cells and not in epithelial cells.

Again, the mechanism of how Prox1 protein is absent in the epithelium in spite of the presence

of its mRNA was unknown.  Findings in this report demonstrate that Celf1 protein binds to Pax6

and Prox1 mRNAs and directly inhibits their translation into protein.  Moreover, we show that

Celf1-based inhibition of these TFs is mediated via their mRNA 3’ UTRs.  Thus, these findings

represent a major breakthrough in our understanding of the complexity of molecular control over

the expression of these TFs in the lens, while also advancing our understanding of the pathology

of Celf1-deficiency based congenital cataract.

However,  these findings  also  open new and intriguing questions.   For  example,  it  is

interesting to consider how Celf1 protein may suppress Prox1 abundance to a greater extent in

the  anterior  epithelium as  compared  to  fiber  cells.   Several  scenarios  that  may lead  to  this

outcome can be entertained.  For example,  it  can be hypothesized that Celf1 protein inhibits

translation of Prox1 mRNA in both epithelium and fiber cells, but the impact of this inhibitory

function is sharply evident in epithelial cells.  This scenario considers that the overall ratio of

Prox1 mRNA:Celf1 protein is higher in fiber cells compared to epithelial cells.  Indeed, there is

evidence  to  support  this,  which  is  as  follows.   While  Celf1  protein  is  higher  in  fiber  cells

(compared  to  epithelial  cells)  in  early  lens  development,  its  abundance  is  similar  in  both

epithelial and fiber cells in later stages (by E16.5) of lens development  (Siddam et al. 2018).

Further, there is evidence that Prox1 mRNA is several-fold highly abundant in lens fiber cells
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compared to epithelial  cells  (Hoang et al.  2014; Zhao et al.  2018).  Thus, the stoichiometric

difference between Celf1 protein and Prox1 mRNA is smaller in epithelial cells (i.e. the overall

ratio of Prox1 mRNA:Celf1 protein is similar). Consequently, there is sufficient Celf1 protein to

effectively inhibit  all  the Prox1 mRNA molecules in epithelial  cells.  This results in a  more

effective outcome (in terms of lower abundance of Prox1 protein) due to Celf1-based inhibition

of Prox1 mRNA translation in epithelial cells.  In contrast, because there is comparatively higher

abundance of Prox1 mRNA in fiber cells (i.e. the overall ratio of Prox1 mRNA:Celf1 protein is

higher), Celf1 protein cannot inhibit translation on all of the Prox1 mRNAs molecules, resulting

in comparatively higher accumulation of Prox1 protein in fiber cells.  This also serves to explain

how in addition to transcriptional control, post-transcriptional regulation functions in fine-tuning

gene expression dosage in lens cells.  Thus, it is not just sufficient to produce a certain level of

transcripts  (based on transcriptional  activation),  it  is  also necessary to  translate  the resulting

mRNAs in specific levels.

An  analogous  but  opposite  scenario  can  be  proposed  for  explaining  the  effective

inhibitory effect of the Celf1 protein on Pax6 abundance in fiber cells but not in epithelial cells.

This scenario considers that the overall ratio of Pax6 mRNA:Celf1 protein is higher in epithelial

cells  compared  to  fiber  cells.   Indeed,  Pax6 mRNA is  several-fold  highly  abundant  in  lens

epithelial cells compared to fiber cells  (Hoang et al. 2014; Zhao et al. 2018).  Therefore, the

smaller  stoichiometric  difference  between Celf1  protein and Pax6 mRNA in fiber  cells,  this

results in more effective  – in terms of abundance of Pax6 protein – of Celf1-based inhibition of

Pax6 mRNA translation  in  this  cell  type.  Because  Pax6 mRNA in  fiber  cells  progressively

decreases with development (Zhao et al. 2018), this serves to explain why the impact of Celf1 on

the abundance of Pax6 protein is higher after E14.5 (Fig. 2B). 
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Another distinct explanation can be offered in terms of combinatorial control, analogous

to that of transcription factors that can function as either activators or repressors depending on

specific partner proteins.  In this scenario, there are different RBPs (or other post-transcriptional

regulatory factors such as miRNAs) expressed in epithelial and fiber cells that can partner with

Celf1 to mediate coordinate control over distinct mRNAs.  In epithelial cells, the presence of a

specific co-repressor RBP allows Celf1 to inhibit Prox1 translation while in fiber cells a different

corepressor RBP allows Celf1 to inhibit Pax6 translation.  Indeed, a recent study has shown that

there are specific RBPs that are expressed in lens epithelial and fiber cells (Zhao et al. 2019).  

From the new findings reported here, we propose a model for the post-transcriptional

regulation of Pax6 and Prox1 in the lens (Fig. 8).  This model shows that Celf1 binds to the 3’

UTR of Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs and inhibits their translation into protein.  The final levels of

these proteins  may be influenced by several  factors.   As explained above,  these include  the

differences in stoichiometric levels of Celf1 protein compared to the Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs

and/or because of different co-repressor partner proteins (not shown) in epithelial and fiber cells.

This model serves to explain how Celf1 protein controls the precise dosage and spatiotemporal

expression of Pax6 and Prox1 proteins in lens development.  

While  our  previous  study using  genome-wide microarray  analysis  showed that  Celf1

deficiency results in misexpression of several mRNAs (Siddam et al. 2018), the present study

serves to reiterate that Celf1 deletion also results in profound changes in protein levels without

an analogous change in their mRNA levels, and moreover, that these changes can be specific to

epithelial vs. fiber cells.  Thus, the total number of factors impacted by Celf1-deficiency is likely

higher than that indicated by transcript profiling analysis.  Therefore, it  will be interesting to

examine  the  isolated  epithelium  and  isolated  fiber  cells  from  Celf1cKO lenses  using
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transcriptomics  and proteomics  approaches.   It  will  also  be  interesting  to  investigate  which

proteins/factors  may  partner  with  Celf1  to  coordinately  mediate  post-transcriptional  control.

Indeed,  Celf1-Elavl1  have been shown to coordinately  control  translation  of  Cdh1 and Myc

mRNAs by interacting with their 3’UTRs, wherein Celf1 functions as a repressor  (Liu et  al.

2015; Yu et al. 2016).  Finally, besides the mechanisms that have been defined in the present

study, it is possible that the changes in protein turnover in Celf1cKO lenses may also contribute to

accumulation of Pax6 and Prox1 proteins in the lens, which can be examined in the future.

Together, these new data provide novel molecular insights – involving mis-regulation of

Pax6 and Prox1 – into the pathobiology of congenital cataract in Celf1cKO lenses.  In addition to

Caprin2, Tdrd7 and Rbm24, the present study further advances our understanding of the role of

post-transcriptional  regulatory  RBPs in  eye development  and defects.   Finally,  because  both

Pax6 and Prox1 function in the development and homeostasis of several tissues besides the lens

(e.g. Pax6 is  critical  for sensory organ development,  pancreas  and the brain,  while  Prox1 is

critical for the brain, heart, liver, pancreas and the lymphatic system), and because Celf1 and/or

other Celf-family proteins are also expressed in many of these tissues, it will be important to

examine whether this new regulatory modules are co-opted in other cell/tissue types and their

associated defects.  

Conclusion

The RNA-binding protein Celf1 is linked to cataract.  However, the mechanism of Celf1 function

in normal lens development, and how its perturbation leads to cataract are not comprehensively

understood.  This report provides new mechanistic evidence indicating that Celf1 functions at the

post-transcriptional level to control the dosage and spatiotemporal expression of the  key ocular

transcription factors Pax6 and Prox1 – linked to eye defects in human and/or animal models.
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Because Pax6 and Prox1 are critical to development of other tissues/organs, and because Celf1

and other Celf-family proteins are widely expressed, these new regulatory modules uncovered in

the  present  study  will  have  broader  impact  on  understanding  the  pathobiology  of  other

developmental defects, in addition to cataract. 
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Figure Legends 

Fig. 1. Lens defects in the Celf1cKO mouse and expression of Pax6 and Prox1 in normal lens

development.  (A, B) Comparative histological analysis of control and  Celf1cKO mouse shows

severe lens defects at embryonic day (E) 16.5. (C) Immunostaining shows that Pax6 protein is

expressed  in  the  anterior  epithelium  and  early  differentiating  fiber  cells  in  E16.5  lens

development.  (D) In contrast, immunostaining shows that Prox1 protein in expressed in the fiber

cells and not in the anterior epithelium of the lens at E16.5. Scale bar: 75 μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m.     

Fig.  2.  Celf1cKO mouse  lens  exhibits  abnormally  high  levels  of  Pax6  in  fiber  cells.   (A)

Immunostaining  at  embryonic  (E14.5,  E16.5)  and postnatal  (P10) stages  shows that  Celf1cKO

mice exhibit abnormally high Pax6 protein levels starting from stage E16.5.  Scale bar: 100μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m

(B) High magnification of area indicated by dotted line box in (A) shows that  compared to

epithelial cells, Pax6 protein levels are abnormally high in fiber cells of  Celf1cKO mouse lens.

Scale bar: 50μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m.

Fig.  3.  Celf1cKO mouse lens  exhibits  abnormally elevated levels  of Prox1 in the anterior

epithelium.  (A) Immunostaining at embryonic (E14.5, E16.5) and postnatal (P10) stages shows

that Celf1cKO mice exhibit abnormally high Prox1 protein levels starting from stage E14.5.  Scale

bar in E14.5 is 100μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m, E16.5 is 20 μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m and P10 is 100μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m.  (B) High magnification of area

indicated by dotted line box in (A) shows that Prox1 protein levels are high in both epithelium

and fiber cells in  Celf1cKO mouse.  However, compared to fiber cells, Prox1 protein levels are

abnormally high in anterior epithelium of  Celf1cKO mouse lens.  Scale bar in E14.5 is 20 μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m,

E16.5 is 10μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m and P10 is 20 μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m. (C) Immunostaining of micro-dissected isolated lens anterior

epithelium shows that Prox1 proteins is strikingly high in Celf1cKO mice. High magnification of
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area indicated by dotted line box in (C) shows high levels of nuclear localized Prox1 protein in

anterior epithelium of Celf1cKO mouse lens.  Scale bar is 20 μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m.

Fig. 4. Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs levels are unchanged  Celf1cKO mouse lens.  (A) RT-qPCR

showing no significant  change in Pax6 and (B) Prox1 mRNAs between  Celf1cKO and control

mouse  lens  at  P0.  (C)  Compared  to  control,  RT-qPCR  analysis  of  isolated  anterior  lens

epithelium shows no change in Prox1 mRNA levels in Celf1cKO mice.  Abbr.: f.c., fold-change;

NS, not significant.

Fig. 5. Celf1 protein directly binds to Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs in mouse lens.  (A) RNA

immunoprecipitation  (RIP)  using  Celf1-specific  antibody  on  ~2-week-old  wild-type  mouse

lenses followed by RT-PCR indicates that Pax6 and (B) Prox1 transcripts are enriched in Celf1-

IP compared to IgG pulldown (control).   (C) Cross linked immunoprecipitation (CLIP) using

Celf1-specific  antibody on ~2-week-old  wild-type  mouse lenses  indicates  that  Pax6 and (D)

Prox1 transcripts are enriched in Celf1-IP compared to IgG pulldown (control).

Fig. 6. Celf1 negatively regulates Pax6 and Prox1 protein expression in lens cell culture.

(A)  Western blot and (B) immunofluorescence show that Celf1-knockdown (KD) in the mouse

lens epithelial cell line, 21EM15, causes elevation of Pax6 and Prox1 proteins, similar to that

observed in  Celf1cKO mice.   (C) Western blot and (D) immunofluorescence show that Celf1-

overexpression (OE) in 21EM15 cells causes reduction of Pax6 and Prox1 proteins. Scale bar: 50

μg) was resolved on TGX stain free polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad,m. (E) RT-qPCR shows that similar to   Celf1cKO mice, Pax6 and Prox1 mRNA levels are not

significantly altered in Celf1-KD cells. 

Fig. 7.  Reporter assays show that Celf1 negatively regulates Pax6 and Prox1 translation

via their 3’ UTRs.  (A) Reporter constructs with either the Pax6 or Prox1 3’UTRs for use in
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luciferase  assay.   (B)  Transfection  of  Pax6 or  Prox1 3’UTRs constructs  shows significantly

elevated reporter activity in Celf1 KD cells, compared to control.  (C) Conversely, transfection

of Pax6 or Prox1 3’UTRs constructs in Celf1 overexpression cells shows significantly reduced

reporter activity. (D) Abbr.: f.c., fold-change; Asterisks indicate p-value < 0.05.

Fig.  8.  Model  for  Celf1-based  regulation  of  Pax6  and  Prox1  in  lens  development  and

cataract. Celf1 protein is expressed at comparable levels in both epithelial and fiber cells in the

lens.  Celf1 protein can directly bind Pax6 and Prox1 mRNA and inhibit their translation via

their  3’UTRs.   The  stoichiometric  differences  between  Celf1  protein  and  Pax6  and  Prox1

mRNAs in epithelial vs. fiber cells contribute to effective cell-specific inhibition of translation of

Pax6  in  fiber  cells  and  of  Prox1  in  epithelial  cells.   This  model  serves  to  explain  how

misexpression  of  the  key  transcription  factors  Pax6  and  Prox1  contribute  to  the  cataract

pathology resulting from Celf1 deficiency.
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Fig. 1. Lens defects in the Celf1cKO mouse and expression of Pax6 and Prox1 in normal lens

development.
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Fig. 2. Celf1cKO mouse lens exhibits abnormally high levels of Pax6 in fiber cells.  
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Fig.  3.  Celf1cKO mouse lens  exhibits  abnormally elevated levels  of Prox1 in the anterior

epithelium.
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Fig. 4. Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs levels are unchanged Celf1cKO mouse lens.
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Fig. 5. Celf1 protein directly binds to Pax6 and Prox1 mRNAs in mouse lens.
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Fig. 6. Celf1 negatively regulates Pax6 and Prox1 protein expression in lens cell culture.  
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Fig. 7. Reporter assays show that Celf1 negatively regulates Pax6 and Prox1 translation via
their 3’ UTRs.  
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\\\\

Fig. 8. Model for Celf1-based regulation of Pax6 and Prox1 in lens development and 
cataract.
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